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Nature in Our City - The Value of the Natural Environment to an Urbanising Canberra 

 

Canberra is built within a modified natural environment and has developed with open spaces that 

are a mixture of Australian and exotic plants that are used by people and animals. 

The article ‘Nature in the City’ by Suzanne Orr MLA sets the scene for the ‘Bush Capital’. Even before 

the nomination of Canberra as the national capital the environment was highly modified by clearing, 

grazing and agriculture. The early designers laid down requirements to protect much of the natural 

environment as catchment and backdrop to the new capital. Seventy percent of the ACT is protected 

in some way as national parks, catchment and nature reserves. The ‘Hills, Ridges and Buffers’ of 

Canberra have legislated protection though this does not necessarily mean legislated levels of 

management. Less protected are the necessary open spaces within the previous agricultural land 

and suburbs. 

Most Canberrans use these spaces for recreation and enjoyment. Support for these natural 

environment areas is shown by the large amount of volunteer work put in to maintaining nature 

reserves and parks. Over 12000 volunteer hours per year supplement the work of Parks and 

Conservation Service and City Services. Many more hours are given by people who monitor and care 

for the environment, including Frogwatch, Waterwatch and Canberra Nature Map.  

All these areas need management and maintenance. Even Bimberi Wilderness cannot survive on its 

own. Nature Reserves are near suburbs and need even more management because they are closer 

to users, feral animals and invasive plants; many were previously grazed or farmed and have large 

problems with agricultural weeds.  

The ACT is home to 16 species listed as vulnerable and 18 listed as endangered under the Nature 

Conservation Act 2014. In addition to protecting these species and their immediate habitat it is 

essential to protect and enhance their surrounding wider environment to maintain biodiversity and 

connectiveness. 

Public support for ‘nature’ spaces is demonstrated by the ongoing struggles against damaging 

development of such spaces as Red Hill, Ginninderra Falls and even small blocks such as Green 

Square, Kingston and on Kareela Vista, O’Malley. 

Recommendations  

Increase resources for management and maintenance of parks and reserves. 

Increase support to volunteers by providing additional support rangers and funding for volunteer 

activities. 

Canberra’s lakes are not natural but provide essential ‘nature’ areas that need to be managed and 

enhanced. Lake Burley Griffin has a formal central basin and less formal east and west basins. 

Circuits of the lake are spoiled by new infrastructure too close to the lake, such as National Museum, 

Kingston Foreshores and now the new ‘boardwalk’ and park. The existing paths are shared used and 

new paths should be made to separate cyclists and walkers. Some areas are overrun by blackberries, 

exotic grasses and other weeds. Although efforts are being made to control the greatest threats, the 

amenity and enjoyment would be improved by increasing maintenance. Some sections have heritage 

value because of plantings by Weston and Pryor but some of the trees are now considered invasive 

and the new growth should be controlled to minimise spread around the lake and into other areas. 



More wetlands are being established in urban areas to improve the environment and water quality 

and partly as correction of the old clear drains policy. These will be traps for litter so will require 

frequent clean-up. They will also be sites for weeds and excessive growth of native plants so will 

require maintenance. For example, Norgrove Park at Kingston seems to have reached its limits and is 

in need of plant control. 

Recommendation 

Ensure ongoing funding for wetlands and lakes. 

River corridors are fundamental to the natural environment and are what many people would think 

of first when thinking of ‘nature’. These areas must not be encroached upon but infrastructure such 

as paths, picnic areas and camping spots can be improved. The Government is controlling some 

invasive plants such as willow and blackberry but much more is required to remove other plants, 

such as African lovegrass, Noogoora burr, thornapple and evening primrose, to restore the natural 

environment. 

As well as improving the area for wildlife and people, this would reduce the amount of seeds and 

weeds going downstream. 

Smaller creeks and intermittent flows also need protection. Sullivans Creek is undergoing some 

restoration, but Ginninderra Falls are probably undergoing destruction because of encroachment. 

Dry watercourses in nature reserves are essentially erosion zones where correction is required. 

Recommendation 

Increase resources for restoration and weed management for watercourses from rivers down to dry 

or intermittent streams. 

Implement policy and regulatory controls that improve management of storm water and reduction 

of garden escapee weeds in creeklines through the construction of green infrastructure such as rain 

gardens and new artificial wetlands adjacent to development and infrastructure areas.  

Investigate the introduction of Nature Based Solutions to urban water management strategies to 

mitigate the risks of storm events and extreme weather events likely under future climate scenarios. 

The progression from nature reserves through parks to the built environment is interconnected. The 

ACT is developing a Landscape Classification System “to improve the way we plan and manage visitor 

experiences in ACT parks and reserves”. This will control what is done and where, and could possibly 

be extended to include urban parks and open spaces. It assesses Physical, Social and Management 

aspects for recreation purposes and could possibly be adapted to the more urban environment.  

The Canberra Centenary Trail is a way of using Canberra’s natural resources and maintaining 

people’s contact with nature. It is long and most people use only sections of it. The Trail could be 

used as the frame for smaller loop walks in some areas. Originally there were plans for campsites or 

accommodation but these have not developed. Some effort needs to be given for improvement of 

the natural environment and heritage of the route. 

Recommendation 

Maintain Centenary Trail and develop ancillary trails. 



Canberra is a growing city. While it is necessary for densification and development of new land, this 

does not mean that woodland, grassland and even agricultural land should be unprotected. Some 

land is protected by legislation such as the EPBC Act there needs to be planning to ensure other 

areas of environmental value are also retained. Where land is set aside for development areas 

should be designated for conservation and managed appropriately until the area is sold to 

developers. Costs of maintaining these areas could be recouped by the sale, as developers are 

willing to praise the surrounding natural values when they offer land to the public. 

Canberra’s reputation as the Bush Capital rests upon the surrounding hills, a dammed river and small 

lakes. It needs to bring Nature back to the city with parks and connections. New York has Central 

Park, London has Hyde Park, Richmond Park and St James Park. Many parts of central London have 

small private or public parks providing respite from the concrete and asphalt. Old Canberra was 

based on large residential blocks with space for gardens, and small local parks. Now that blocks are 

smaller with barely room for a hedge there is a greater need for local parks and corridors between 

green spaces. Existing parks should not be ‘sites for future development’. Developers should be 

required to retain areas of habitat rather than clearing all vegetation and soil. Areas of at least a 

hectare should be retained or redeveloped as native habitat biodiversity associated with similar 

areas of green space such as playgrounds and with suburban corridors at least 10m wide to provide 

connectivity. The Conservation Council asks, “How will natural values be protected and how do we 

remain as the Bush Capital when we continue to build over the habitat of our region's unique 

biodiversity?” 

It may not be alone or typical, but development of Denman Prospect indicates it will be an area of 

parks and landscaping, but it has resulted in clearing of a landscape in the process of e-establishing 

itself https://denmanprospect.com.au/. This is likely to give a predominantly exotic streetscape and 

low biodiversity. 

Nature strips were once a feature of Canberra but are less well-maintained since the drought killed 

off the grasses and plants, leaving strips bare for weeds. Street tree plantings did not suffer to the 

same extent and replanting is on the Government program. However, there does not seem to be 

concern over inappropriate street trees that are now shown to be invasive species spreading their 

seeds into nature reserves. Celtis australis, Pistacia chinensis and similar exotics should be replaced. 

The program Million Trees for New York City www.milliontreesnyc.org planted a million trees in New 

York Streets and neighbourhoods and now these trees are cared for by volunteer citizens. The 

website https://tree-map.nycgovparks.org/ indicates the NYC Urban Forest of over 5 million trees 

provides major ecological benefits: 

stormwater intercepted each year 4 Megalitres 

Energy conserved each year  667,830,686 kWh 

Air pollutants removed each year 600 tonnes 

Carbon dioxide removed each year 616,000 tonnes 

Recommendations 

Developers should be required to retain areas of habitat rather than clearing all vegetation and soil.  

Restrict and remove plantings of inappropriate trees in street plantings and parks. 

Examine the Million Trees New York City initiative, its continuation in https://tree-

map.nycgovparks.org/  and its ecological and financial benefits to see how it can be adapted to 

Canberra. 

https://denmanprospect.com.au/
http://www.milliontreesnyc.org/
https://tree-map.nycgovparks.org/
https://tree-map.nycgovparks.org/


Roadsides and medians are often green space with mainly exotic grasses (including invasive African 

lovegrass) and limited biodiversity. There should at least be islands of native plants to form an 

ecosystem, not just occasional patches of trees or shrubs. Multi-layer plantings will aid in retaining 

native diversity as well as increasing the ability of the landscape to absorb water and reduce urban 

temperatures in extreme weather events. 

Instead of having roadsides covered in African lovegrass, which leads to annual complaints about 

lack of mowing, Canberra should adopt native plantings particularly wildflowers to supplement the 

overgrazed understorey of reserves. Even St James Park in the middle of London now features 

wildflower meadows among its gardens of exotic plants. 

Recommendations 

Suburbs should have local native parks and green spaces with green native corridors. 

Main roadways should have areas of local ecosystems. 

Liaise with the Macquarie University project that is creating a ‘Which Plant Where’ tool to explicitly 

guide the replacement and installation of new trees in the urban landscape as appropriate for the 

retention of biodiversity and to maximise the returns to the people who live and recreate in the 

surrounding areas 

Incorporate and incentivise diverse native plantings in median strips and roadsides that have 

grasses, shrubs and trees.  

The idea of green roofs for buildings is very expensive and developers do not seem to be able to 

construct leakproof buildings anyway. The mass of the plants, soil and moisture require stronger 

structures. Gardens might slow small amounts of runoff but drainage infrastructure would need to 

remain the same to cater for larger rainfalls. The roof gardens would have limited biodiversity and 

would not be public space, but would provide some buffering the effect of climate change by 

reducing the ‘heat island’ of built-up areas. The garden atop the High Court is inaccessible to the 

public. It would be preferable to mandate areas of green space around buildings rather than on top: 

perhaps roof gardens over underground parking would be better. Balcony gardens and plant-walls 

are also possibilities for developing climate resilience but are highly dependent on regular watering, 

and might require subsidy. 

Recommendation 

Require green space around building developments. 

Information on Cyprus (sic) View Grasslands is not readily available but the concept of retaining 

natural areas with the urban environment is commendable. In Canberra this would require a degree 

of restoration as well: even our nature reserves were altered before declaration of the Federal 

Territory and by soldier settlement. The development of Jerrabomberra Wetlands from World War I 

trenches shows that it can be done. 

Greening Australia, consulted during the development of this submission, has a program to bring 

nature to the cities https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/programs/nature-in-cities/ and some of 

the projects are directly relevant to Canberra. “In our rapidly expanding urban landscapes, our 

connection with-and access to-nature is diminishing to the detriment of our communities and 

environment. To create greener, more liveable cities we are engaging communities across Australia 

to bring nature back to our cities and urban fringes by restoring natural ecosystems and urban tree 

https://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/programs/nature-in-cities/


canopy cover for wildlife; improving water quality in our rivers and wetlands; building green 

corridors to help meet carbon neutral targets and creating open spaces for recreation.” 

It should be possible to use some urban spaces for plant propagation and seed production, at the 

same time educating the public about natural resource management. Perhaps small plots could be 

sponsored as an alternative to art installations that have limited overall benefit. Propagation of 

plants described in “Ngunnawal Plant Use” could be carried out by indigenous groups to contribute 

to conservation and community education. 

Recommendation 

Use Greening Australia and its background of environmental programs for city enhancement and 

conservation in reserves. 

The Government City Renewal Program states they “love our city and recognise its unique character, 

we recognise and respect its history and heritage, its significance as the country’s capital, its beauty 

as a city of tree lined streets, parks and nature and its evolution into a modern active urbane city 

coupled with its ease of living.” This program could start with pocket parks, eco-corridors and 

streetscapes that merge with urban open spaces and nature reserves. Emphasis should be on native 

plants, particularly local plants. It is noted that the new Henry Rolland Park uses mainly native plants 

but also some exotic species. The ‘urban meadow’ proposed for the light rail route was promoted as 

native plants but includes non-local species that could be a problem in Canberra, and even proposed 

Korean grass which is not Australian. 

The City Renewal Authority conducted a survey inviting people to say what they wanted to see more 

of in Civic and feedback was that people wanted to see the greening of Civic. This resulted in short-

term artistic installations using recycled timber, imitation grass and pot plants (The Chronicle, Jun 

12, 2018, p. 7). The City Renewal Program should also sponsor more long-term or permanent works 

incorporating local native plants. 

Recommendation 

City Renewal Program should plant local natives and connect with the natural environment. 

Many reserves are separated from suburbs by Urban Open Space, often asset protection zones, that 

have less protection than the reserves and bear the brunt of littering, vandalism and weeds. There is 

no easy cure but education and setting an example might help: keep litter, weeds and graffiti under 

control and inform residents about ‘weeds going bush’. Information such as “are Your Garden Plants 

Going Bush’ http://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/901931/Garden-

plants-going-bush.pdf could be sent to residents with rates notices. 

Education about Canberra’s environment is important. While children are taught about plastic bags 

killing turtles they don’t know that removing logs and rocks destroy habitat for animals. Children 

know more about microbeads than their parents know about fertiliser runoff. While nature reserves 

should be protected from damage it is possible to have recreation areas for bikes and cubby houses 

in some urban spaces and borders near the reserves. This will help people interact with nature 

without fear of ‘wild’ places. 

Recommendation 

Provide education resources to children and adults about Canberra’s environment. 

http://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/901931/Garden-plants-going-bush.pdf
http://www.environment.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/901931/Garden-plants-going-bush.pdf


Embed Nature Play opportunities and structured outdoor learning opportunities for all School 

students in Canberra. 

Through planning and policy instruments, encourage developers to enable everyday interaction with 

nature for all Canberra residents and visitors via application of the principles of Biodiversity Sensitive 

Urban Design and Nature Play design guidelines (e.g. Nature Play SA guidelines) when creating new 

developments. 
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Nature in Our City 

Recommendations  

Increase resources for management and maintenance of parks and reserves. 

Increase support to volunteers by providing additional support rangers and funding for volunteer 

activities. 

Ensure ongoing funding for wetlands and lakes. 

Increase resources for restoration and weed management for watercourses from rivers down to dry 

or intermittent streams. 

Implement policy and regulatory controls that improve management of storm water and reduction 

of garden escapee weeds in creeklines through the construction of green infrastructure such as rain 

gardens and new artificial wetlands adjacent to development and infrastructure areas.  

Investigate the introduction of Nature Based Solutions to urban water management strategies to 

mitigate the risks of storm events and extreme weather events likely under future climate scenarios 

Maintain Centenary Trail and develop ancillary trails. 

Developers should be required to retain areas of habitat rather than clearing all vegetation and soil.  

Restrict and remove plantings of inappropriate trees in street plantings and parks. 

Examine the Million Trees New York City initiative, its continuation in https://tree-

map.nycgovparks.org/  and its ecological and financial benefits to see how it can be adapted to 

Canberra. 

Suburbs should have local native parks and green spaces with green native corridors. 

Main roadways should have areas of local ecosystems. 

Require green space around building developments. 

Use Greening Australia and its background of environmental programs for city enhancement and 

conservation in reserves. 

City Renewal Program should plant local natives and connect with the natural environment. 

Provide education resources to children and adults about Canberra’s environment. 

Embed Nature Play opportunities and structured outdoor learning opportunities for all School 

students in Canberra 

Through planning and policy instruments, encourage developers to enable everyday interaction with 

nature for all Canberra residents and visitors via application of the principles of Biodiversity Sensitive 

Urban Design and Nature Play design guidelines (eg Nature Play SA guidelines) when creating new 

developments 

 

https://tree-map.nycgovparks.org/
https://tree-map.nycgovparks.org/
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